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Publications Jeffrey Frank
Jones
Developed to replace the
UH-1 Iroquis, Sikorsky s
UH-60 Black Hawk first
entered service in 1979. A
four-blade, twin-engine,
medium-lift utility
helicopter, the UH-60 serves
as the U.S. Army s primary
tactical transport helicopter.
Modified versions include
models for the U.S. Navy
and Air Force, and
specialized versions
including the UH-60C
(modified for Command and
Control missions), EH-60A
(electronic systems
operations and electronic
warfare), and the UH-60Q
(medical transport). Two
major variants of the Black
Hawk currently exist: the
UH-60L and UH-60M. The
UH-60L incorporates
improvements to the basic
design that provide more
power and lifting capability,
as well as automatic flight
control. The newer UH-60M
features upgraded engines,
improved rotor blades, and
state-of-the-art flight
controls that will allow the
helicopter s service life to
extend to 2020 and beyond.
Over 2500 Black Hawks
have been built, and nearly
1000 more are currently on
order. Black Hawks have
seen combat service for the

he would join the mission as
U.S. Military in Grenada,
another infantry soldier with the
Panama, Somalia,
Afghanistan and Iraq. Other team that he flew in. Although
the gliders and techniques used
nations also employ the
were advanced for that time
UH-60 including Brazil,
period they did pose some
Colombia, Israel, Mexico,
disadvantages. Once the aircraft
Taiwan, Australia, Japan, and was landed safely that team of
Turkey. Created by Sikorsky soldiers were cut off from allied
and the U.S. Army, this pilot troops. Pilots had to be cross
s flight operating manual
trained with infantry tactics so he
profiles the UH-60Q Black could operate as both roles. The
Hawk. Over 500 pages long, air mobility glider was
this unclassified document is abandoned after WWII after the
reprinted here in its entirety." invention of the helicopter.
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Air Assault is a combat insertion
unit using helicopters to
transport and insert soldiers into
battle, provide medical
evacuation, provide close air
support, provide resupply
operations. It is usually a
company or bat-talion sized
element. The term Air Assault
derives from two types of
operations known as Air
Mobility and Vertical
Envelopment. Air Mobility
Operations were de-veloped by
the German Army during
WWII in the 1930‘s. The US
Army soon adopted this
method of offensive operations
in 1941 using wooden gliders.
The glider was assisted into the
air by being towed by a larger
aircraft and then released. The
pilot had to navigate the large
glider loaded with a team of
infantry soldiers to the landing
zone behind enemy lines, at
night and attempt to land safely.
Once the pilot landed the glider,

PREFACE 1 November 2011 1.
The Sabalauski Air Assault
School (TSAAS) is a
FORSCOM TDA unit that trains
leaders and Soldiers assigned to
the 101st Airborne Division (Air
Assault), as well as other Army
units and armed services in
several courses. By conducting
the Air Assault and Pathfinder
Courses The Sabalauski Air
Assault School develops
technically proficient and
confident Soldiers capable of
safely executing immediate and
sustained air assault operations.
The school also trains and
qualifies military Rappel Masters,
Fast Rope Masters and SPIES
Masters in the application of
infiltration and extraction
techniques. The school provides
quality basic airborne refresher
and jumpmaster refresher
training to airborne capable
units. Finally, the school
provides command and control
of the 101st Airborne Division
(Air Assault), Screaming Eagle
Parachute Team. 2. This
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Book June 2014, re-establishes
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The operational
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execution of Air Assault
concepts described in
complement the guidance in
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this manual are based
these publications in the area of Translog Routledge
air assault operations. The 101st Training circular (TC) on Army doctrine as
established in FM 1, FM
Airborne Division (Air Assault) 3-04.7 outlines
disclaims any responsibility for
3-0, and FM 3-04.111.
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applying these procedures. 3.
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School. This 2011 update
aviation transformation.
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regular Army and
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reserve component
this publication are encouraged noncommissioned
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3-04.113, “Utility and This publication is
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rooted in time-tested
Cargo Helicopter
development of Air Assault
Operations,” is intendedprinciples and
tactics, techniques and
fundamentals, while
procedures (TTPs). These tactics for use by
accommodating new
were quantifiably demonstrated commanders, staffs,
technologies, and
in 1991 during Operation Desert and United States
evolving responses to
Storm and most recently during (U.S.) military
Operation Enduring Freedom personnel expecting to the diverse threats to
and Operation Iraqi Freedom.
our national security.
operate and employ
We are currently at war with
This manual also
Army aviation assault
dangerous and adaptive terrorist
and/or general support assists Army proponent
forces in complex environments.
schools in teaching
(GS) helicopter units.
In response, the Division
utility and cargo
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Lukiv's Column of
helicopter operations.
Research and Practice in
FM 3-04.113 lays out
the “how-to” of assaultEducation Independently
Published
and GS helicopter
organizations, missions, Historically, helicopter
and load combinations
command and control
have been qualified
(C2), tactical
through flight testing,
employment, and
requiring considerable
sustainment. It
time and cost. With
describes the
advancements in
responsibilities and
simulation and flight test
duties of key personnel techniques, there is
during training,
potential to substantially
operations, and combat. reduce costs and
increase the safety of
This manual is
helicopter sling load
authoritative but not
certification. Validated
considered inflexible.
Each situation in combat simulation tools make
possible accurate
must be resolved by an
prediction of operational
intelligent interpretation
flight characteristics
and application of the
before initial flight tests.
doctrine set forth
Real time analysis of test
herein. Standardized
data improves the safety
battalion and company and efficiency of the
operations are
testing programs. To
necessary for effective advance these concepts,
employment of aviation the US Army and NASA,
in cooperation with the
battalion task forces
(ABTFs). To this end, Israeli Air Force and
like companies should Technion, under a
Memorandum of
follow similar
Agreement, seek to
operational and
develop and validate a
employment
numerical model of the
procedures. Finally, FM UH-60 with sling load
3-04.113 furnishes a
and demonstrate a
foundation for assault
method of near real time
and GS helicopter
flight test analysis. This
doctrine, force design, thesis presents results
materiel acquisition,
from flight tests of a US
professional education, Army Black Hawk
and individual and unit helicopter with various
external loads. Tests
training.

were conducted as the US
first phase of this MOA
task. The primary load
was a container express
box (CONEX), which
contained a compact
instrumentation package.
The flights covered the
airspeed range from
hover to 70 knots.
Primary maneuvers were
pitch and roll frequency
sweeps, steps, and
doublets. Results of the
test determined the effect
of the suspended load on
both the aircraft's
handling qualities and it's
control system's stability
margins. Included were
calculations of the
stability characteristics of
the load's pendular
motion. Utilizing CIFER
software, a method for
near-real time system
identification was also
demonstrated during the
flight test program.
Utility and Cargo
Helicopter Operations
(FM 3-04. 113) Causey
Enterprises, LLC
This ATM describes
training requirements for
H-60 crewmembers. It
will be used with AR
95-1, AR 600-105, AR
600-106, National Guard
regulation (NGR)
95-210, TC 3-04.11, and
other applicable
publications. The tasks in
this ATM enhance
training in both individual
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crewmember and aircrew help aviation commanders-United States Army
proficiency. The training at all levels- develop a
Training and Doctrine
focuses on accomplishing comprehensive aircrew
Command (TRADOC).
tasks that support the
training program. By
Manuals Combined:
unit's mission. The scope using this ATM,
WARRIOR TRAINING
and level of training to be commanders ensure that CENTER Air Assault
achieved individually by individual crewmember
School Handbook,
crewmembers and
and aircrew proficiency is 101st Airborne Division
collectively by aircrews commensurate with their
(Air Assault) The
will be dictated by the
units' mission and that
Sabalauski Air Assault
mission essential task list aircrews routinely employ
(METL). Commanders
standard techniques and School Handbook &
101st Airborne Division
must ensure that aircrews procedures.
(Air Assault) Gold
are proficient in mission Crewmembers will use
essential tasks. Training this manual as a "how to" Book Createspace
Independent Pub
circular (TC) 3-04.33
source for performing
CMH Publication 70-56.
standardizes aircrew
crewmember duties. It
training programs and
provides performance
Describes how the
flight evaluation
standards and evaluation United States Army,
procedures. This aircrew guidelines so that
Europe (USAREUR),
training manual (ATM)
crewmembers know the assembled, prepared
provides specific
level of performance
and deployed the
guidelines for executing expected. Each task has a
powerful forces it
H-60 aircrew training. It description that describes
contributed to the
is based on the battlehow it should be done to
coalition effort in the
focused training
meet the standard.
principles. It establishes Standardization officers, Persian Gulf and how
USAREUR
crewmember
evaluators, and unit
accomplished these
qualification, refresher,
trainers will use this
challenging missions
mission, and continuation manual and TC 3-04.11
while maintaining its
training and evaluation
as the primary tools to
requirements. This
assist the commander in continuing security
manual applies to all H-60 developing and
responsibilities on the
series crewmembers and implementing the aircrew Continent and preparing
their commanders. This is training program. This
to execute its program
not a stand-alone
publication applies to the of force reductions.
document. All the
Active Army, the Army
Discusses the
requirements of Army
National Guard
complicated planning
regulations (ARs) and TC (ARNG)/Army National
for the deployment and
3-04.11 must be met.
Guard of the United
the rapid-fire
Implementing this manual States, and the United
implementation of those
conforms to AR 95-1 and States Army Reserve
TC 3-04.11. This manual, (USAR) unless otherwise plans. L.C. card
in conjunction with the
stated. The proponent of 97-39460.
AERO TRADER &
ARs and TC 3-04.11, will this publication is the
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